Job Description - Software Engineer

## What you will be doing?
- Architecting, developing, and maintaining high quality, scalable mobile App
- Identify and fix performance problems
- Write organised and structured code
- Work with team to determine product features and execution plan
- Go on-site to see and experience and understand check-in process

## What we are looking for?
- You have Mobile App development experiences
- Familiar with cross platform mobile frameworks, eg. React Native, Flutter, etc
- Competent in design pattern
- Passionate about end-to-end user experience design
- Apply test-driven development process
- Willing to use tools like git, zsh, Mac OS X as development environment
- You are a problem solver that is motivated by ideas. Transform ideas to solutions that meet user needs, business goals and technical feasibility.
- You have good communication skill
- Self initiative is a key component
- You think logically and critically